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Electrification of the transport sector is critical to reach global emissions targets. 
By 2040, over 30% of global passenger vehicles are expected to be to be electric

According to the 2018 National Grid Future Energy Scenarios, there could be 
up to 25m xEVs on UK roads by 2035 and 36m by 2040, effectively doubling 
its outlook from last year. 

The figures represent a tripling compared to 2016’s forecast and a five-fold 
increase from the 2015. By 2040, National Grid now says xEVs will reach 
saturation point, with all possible vehicles electrified and new xEVs replacing 
old ones as they retire.

As evident from the EV outlook from BloombergNEF shown here, the rapid 
rise of EVs* will help the UK shift towards more renewable and low-carbon 
electricity generation. UK manufacturers will need to ramp up production 
capacities in the next 3 years to reach tougher emissions targets and ensure 
that EV supply is not a barrier to market uptake. 

The UK’s battery supply chain, manufacturing capacity and testing capabilities 
must react to sharply increasing demand for xEVs and batteries within the 
timeframe of vehicle development programmes (3-5 years ahead of sales)

This work provides a gap analysis of UK demand and supply of battery testing capabilities and capacity in line with the EV outlook 
to inform government decision making and possible intervention.

Current passenger and commercial EV sales outlook to 2040

*Note: BNEF use of EV in this context is only BEV and PHEV powertrains. HEV are considered 
a highly efficient ICE. The following report will view xEV as inclusive of HEV and non-xEV to 
include ICE and MHEV  

Source: BloombergNEF; https://about.bnef.com/electric-vehicle-
outlook/

https://about.bnef.com/electric-vehicle-outlook/
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This report maps out UK battery testing demand and capability to inform decisions and 
possible further interventions by the Faraday Battery Challenge 

The UK would like to understand the safety aspects of lithium ion batteries, covering all stages 
of the electric vehicle life cycle from product design through manufacturing, usage to 
decommissioning and disposal. E4tech was engaged to provide this. In particular, we sought 
to understand:

• The specifications for safety testing requirements for battery cells, modules and packs in the 
context of: propulsion, charging, reuse and re-manufacture, transportation, storage and 
disposal. Within these, identifying test standards, processes and procedures

• What test facilities are already in place or in progress in the UK, understand the gaps, the 
relative importance of the gaps and how much it will cost develop facilities to close the gaps

• Evaluate and quantify the demand for these facilities from the battery testing industry. 
Recommend which areas need to be catalyzed via UK Government intervention and which 
are likely to be met through normal market forces

The aim of the study was to map out UK demand and supply of battery testing with a view to 
ensure that battery testing does NOT pose a bottleneck in getting xEV batteries to market

The focus will be on batteries produced from commercially available cells (rather than cells in 
development) considering third-party test facilities and seeking industry feedback from 
automotive OEMs small and larger scale, test equipment and test service providers

The Faraday Battery Challenge £246m 
programme will support research, 
innovation and scale up activities by 
researchers and industry to develop cost 
effective, high performance durable, safe, 
low weight and recyclable batteries.

Lithium-ion batteries are the 
preferred choice of automotive 
battery with high energy density, 
predictable discharge curve and 
relative stability if operated within 
safe limits 
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Battery design is critical to vehicle requirements, continued development is key to 
reducing cost, increasing power and energy density whilst maintaining safety 

Cells can be in several formats: cylindrical, pouch 
or prismatic. The number can range from 00s 
pouch cells to >80001 smaller cylindrical cells in a 
pack for a BEV. Current market leaders achieve 
approximately 250 Wh/kg2 at 130 $/kWh3.

Modules are an arrangement of cells in series 
and parallel e.g. 4S2P, with the quantities 
depending on the manufacturers design to 
achieve necessary voltage and capacity. 
Volumetric and thermal variation between cells 
during use must be controlled for safety.

The pack arranges the module into a safe 
structure fit for use in a vehicle. It must protect 
the cell assemblies within, and be able to 
withstand high shock, vibration and impact 
loads. It can also be a structural element of the 
vehicle, dictating how the vehicle crashes.

Evolution in the cell component material compositions are 
necessary to drive towards higher energy and power densities, 
required to give automotive manufacturers (OEMs) a superior 
product offering, in terms of performance or cost.

Achieving the expected performance targets must be achieved 
with no compromise to safety.

Lithium-ion batteries are the preferred choice for vehicles

18650 cylindrical cell 
Source: evwest.com

Example EV battery pack
Source: TeslaMembersClub.com Source: Automotive Council Electrical Energy Storage Roadmap 2017

1 Source: insideevs.com 
2 Source: cleantechnica.com
3 Source: Update on electric vehicle costs in the United States through 2030, ICCT, 2 April 2019

Example battery module
Source: evwest.com

Battery performance targets

https://insideevs.com/news/332702/everything-you-need-to-know-about-teslas-lithium-ion-batteries/
https://cleantechnica.com/2019/01/28/tesla-model-3-battery-pack-cell-teardown-highlights-performance-improvements/
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Lithium-ion batteries use a metal oxide cathode and the flow of lithium ions across an 
electrolyte and separator to a carbon anode, resulting in a flow of electrons in the circuit

• The choice of chemicals, compounds and design of the cathode, electrolyte, separator 
anode can give the lithium-ion battery cell different properties

• Energy cells prioritise the specific energy of the battery, for a long discharge and xEV
range, but may have lower specific power

• Power cells have a higher specific power, suiting hybrid vehicles. They allow for a much 
smaller engine, which provides the vehicle range through conventional fuel tanks

• For any xEV (BEV, HEV, PHEV, FCEV) the battery is a critical component for automotive 
manufacturers, because:

• It determines the maximum charge acceptance, which may be the limiting factor for 
customers to decide between BEV or PHEV vehicles

• It affects battery performance in different ambient conditions, which can adversely affect 
the immediate range and longevity of the battery

• Choosing optimised chemistry, design and size of battery for the application has a large bearing on the cost of the vehicle, of 
which the battery is typically 40% of the powertrain of the electric vehicle.

• Efficient use of battery cells, modules, and most importantly, packs, during testing is essential to keep costs to a minimum 
during a vehicle development programme.

Source: UCL Institute for Materials Discovery

Schematic of a lithium-ion battery device
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Improper design and misuse of lithium-ion batteries can result in high temperatures, 
harmful or hazardous gas venting, fires and even explosion (‘thermal runaway’)

Safety is a key concern in large-
scale applications of lithium ion 
batteries in electric vehicles. With 
continuous energy density 
improvement of lithium ion 
batteries, ensuring safety is 
increasingly important for EV 
adoption.

OEMs need to test batteries to 
comply with safety criteria 
required to put vehicles on sale 
and to be confident vehicles are 
safe in severe use cases or 
accidents.

Thermal runaway follows a 
mechanism of chain reactions, in 
which the decomposition reaction 
of the battery component 
materials occur sequentially  

The schematic below describes thermal runaway of lithium-ion batteries.
Learning from typical accidents, the abuse conditions that may lead to thermal 
runaway include mechanical abuse, electrical abuse and thermal abuse.

Source: Materials for lithium-ion battery safety, Kai Liu, Yayuan Liu, Dingchang Lin, Allen 
Pei, Yi Cui, Science Advances, 22 Jun 2018, Vol. 4, no. 6, eaas9820
DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.aas9820 
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Engineering design

Battery testing is dictated by engineering design, regulations and standards; the plan is 
governed by the automotive v-cycle product life cycle development framework

1. The OEM’s initial customer 
requirements are decomposed 
into system level targets.

2. The system level targets are 
decomposed into technical 
requirements for the sub-
systems, i.e. the powertrain 
and battery

3. Further decomposition of the 
system requirements inform 
more detailed component 
requirements at module and 
cell level

4. Designs are continuously 
validated against internal 
standards, design rules and 
customer requirements

7. The prototypes are also checked for 
manufacturability. End-of-line testing 
of components provides the final 
quality check before delivery to the 
customer

6. Towards to end of the development 
programme, testing of the final 
designs are undertaken to prescribed 
Standards and test procedures (e.g. 
ICE, ISO, SAE, IEEE)

• The aim is to meet regulations 
issued by governmental authorities 
for type approval (e.g UNECE)

5. Components are assembled 
and integrated into sub-systems. 
Designs are continuously validated 
against their requirements.

Automotive Design & Verification Programme (DVP)
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Engineering design implies a large volume of cell test requirements, plus iterations as 
they are tested in modules and packs

• The powertrain targets will determine battery energy and 
power requirements, the cost and weight must be balanced 
between the other vehicle attributes

• There will be a large choice of battery cells from various 
suppliers to build packs, the majority of suppliers will test their 
cell designs in-house.

• Battery cell selection and characterisation will begin, taking the 
most promising chemistry and cell packages through a rigorous 
verification plan.

• The module and pack design must be verified against internal 
design standards, in a wide envelope of operating scenarios, 
and events

• Component and sub-system designs will be iterated to achieve 
the higher level requirements

• Depending on the size and technical capability of the OEM, this 
can be done in-house or at a third party engineering service 
providers
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Design verification takes place against regulations and standards, often at pack and 
vehicle level, so cell performance needs to be well-understood by this point

• Once battery designs are complete, automotive companies 
enter a period of testing to demonstrate safe and consistent 
use in an electric vehicle

• Approval to sell vehicles is achieved by meeting standards and 
regulations, testing at all levels, cell, module and pack, for 
safety/abuse, performance and ageing/cycle life criteria

• Each standard has a list of test requirements to meet at the 
cell, module, pack and/or vehicle level

• Confidence is built by testing at each level; cell, then module 
and pack. Evidence gained during the verification work should 
prove the design.

• Unexpected failures require investigation and may result in a 
costly design iteration and re-test. 

• Re-designs can cost a vehicle programme profitability 
emphasising the importance of the early test phases.
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A battery pack DVP will test a minimum set of characteristics, ordering of the tests is 
optimised to reduce the number of samples required 

• This is a typical battery pack DVP, which is required to test the 
minimum set of features of an electric vehicle or hybrid electric 
battery pack

• The pack DVP is considered a validation activity only, and no 
failures are to be expected, due to the costly nature of the test 
samples

• There will be many more samples tested at cell and module 
level, and this is a relevant picture of the typical needs from a 
smaller volume producing OEM

• OEM DVPs are closely guarded intellectual property, however 
insight from the engineering services and third party test 
houses have informed this study

Source: Anonymised typical DVP courtesy of a third-party battery testing centre
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Mandatory and recommended key battery testing standards vary by country, with some 
common to most or all countries 

Legend:
Test types required at 

different battery levels:

Module, Pack 
Cell

Cell, Module, Pack
Pack 

EU* China USA Japan Korea India

ISO 12405-1/2

IEC 62660-1/2/3

ECE R100.2

AIS-048

UN GTR No. 20 ****

UN.38.3**

SAE J2929, J2464, J2380

Safety

Abuse, Performance, Ageing

Abuse, Performance, Ageing

Abuse

Abuse
ECE R100.2

Abuse

Safety, Abuse

Trias 67-3 KMVSS 18-3

Safety, Abuse Safety, Abuse

UL 2580
USABC

Freedom CAR

Safety, Abuse, 
Performance

Safety, Abuse

GB 4208
GB/T 31467-3 

GB/T 314 84-86
QC/T 743

Safety, Abuse, 
Performance

Performance
/Ageing

Safety

Abuse

* Norway, Russia, Ukraine, Croatia, Serbia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Turkey, Azerbaijan, Tunisia, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, South Kora, Thailand and Malaysia
** UN Recommendations of the Transport of Dangerous Goods: not obligatory or legally binding on individual countries, but have gained a degree of international acceptance.: they form the basis of several 
international agreements and many national laws
*** UN ECE Agreement comprising 130 technical regulations signed by 51 countries. Not signed by USA or China. Mandatory from 07/2016.
**** UN GTR No 20: latest version of the Global Technical Regulation on the Electric Vehicle Safety (established on 14/03/2018)
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Voluntary standards are currently prevalent, however if performance 
testing becomes regulated in countries, testing demands could change

• The map shows the type of formalisation of 
battery performance requirements 
worldwide

• Regulation of performance tests is only 
adopted in China; other regions use 
voluntary standards (though abuse testing is 
mandatory)

• There is a risk that the testing of battery 
performance could change worldwide 
resulting in a need to test a wider range of 
scenarios to sell products in certain regions

• There is an opportunity to develop a 
standardised set of tests to provide clarity 
on the best practice for performance testing 
of lithium-ion batteries

Source: JRC Technical Report. Standards for the performance and durability assessment of electric vehicle batteries

Battery testing requirements, a worldwide view
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EUCAR has developed a scale to define a level of danger for automotive applications, 
which describes the type of potential hazard observed with a lithium-ion battery

Hazard 
Level

Description Classification criteria and effect

0 No effect No effect. No loss of functionality.

1 Passive protection activated No defect; no leakage; no venting, fire or flame; no rupture; no 
explosion; no exothermic reaction or thermal runaway. Cell 
reversibly damaged. Repair of protection device needed.

2 Defect/ Damage No leakage; no venting, fire or flame; no rupture; no explosion; 
no exothermic reaction or thermal runaway. Cell irreversibly 
damaged. Repair needed.

3 Leakage, mass change < 50% No venting, fire or flame; no rupture; no explosion. Weight loss 
<50% of electrolyte weight (electrolyte = solvent + salt).

4 Venting, mass change ≥ 50% No venting, fire or flame; no rupture; no explosion. Weight loss 
≥50% of electrolyte weight (electrolyte = solvent + salt).

5 Fire or flame No rupture; no explosion (i.e. no flying parts).

6 Rupture No explosion, but flying parts of the active mass.

7 Explosion Explosion (i.e. disintegration of the cell).

Cell 
channels*

5-6 cell

5-6 pack

7 pack

Examples of EUCAR hazard level 
testing equipment for different 
battery levels

Image sources: From top to bottom; Horiba MIRA (top two images)  Millbrook, Electrek

Performance 
testing

Abuse 
testing

* Channels are considered the electrical equipment used to cycle (charge and discharge) a cell, 
module or pack. It is our understanding that the majority cycling tests are required to be conducted 
in an EUCAR rated chamber, which drives costs
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Safety/abuse testing: Wide range of facilities required, some 
in short supply
Category Description Tests Testing facilities required

Electrical Simulate extreme electrical 
input, or failure

• Short circuit, over voltage & 
isolation

• Overcharge, imbalanced charge & 
forced discharge

• Electromagnetic capability (EMC)

• Protected climatic chamber for short circuit tests
• High power charge/discharge in protected environment
• (Specialist) EMC chamber

Environmental Simulate extreme or 
abusive environmental use 
cases or emergency 
absolute thermal 
situations, cycling or shock 

• Altitude – Low pressure
• Fire, thermal shock and cycling
• Extreme cold temperature
• Heat and thermal stability

• Climatic chamber capable of low pressure
• Safe environment for flame testing (up to 890 °C)
• Radiant heat chamber up ( up to 890 °C)
• -40 to +85 °C climatic chambers of various sizes for C M P 
• High temperature ovens <300 °C

Mechanical Simulate crash, impacts, 
drops or extreme situations 
that may occur in use

• Shock/drop
• Crush/crash
• Penetration
• Vibration
• Immersion & salt spray
• Rollover

• Electrodynamic (ED) shaker rig to handle >800 kg
• Capable of (30-50g TBC for Chinese vibration test)

• High force 100kN impact test bench, for type A/B plates
• Drop test bench, or impact rig in a protected area
• Nail penetration test bench in a protected area
• Large immersion bath in a protected area
• Rotation rig

Chemical Simulate hazardous 
consequences of leakage

• Emissions
• Flammability

• Gas sensors (H2 or O2 for flammability)

Facilities in bold are high CAPEX, 
and currently there are few 

available in the UK 

Cell, C; Module, M; Pack, P
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Examples of critical facilities required for electrical safety/abuse testing

EUCAR Hazard level

Temperature increases result in an increasing hazard level. 
EUCAR hazard levels must be mitigated by additional 
features of the test chamber:
• Over pressure
• Burst disc
• Inert gas flushing

The risk of the test is elevated temperatures, rupture, gas 
venting and fire and therefore EUCAR 5-6 protected cabinets 
would be required

• Sprinkler or flooding
• Heat / smoke detection
• Gas sensors (H2, HC, CO, O2)

~ £400k for pack 
climatic chamber

Image sources: AVL Automotive World Webinar March 2019
Further information in Appendix (available on request)

Right: Source: AVL test system 
with EUCAR 6 climatic chamber 

Multi-cell and 
multi-module 

climatic chambers 
are £50-70k and 

more readily 
available 

Source:
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Examples of critical facilities required for mechanical safety/abuse testing

The risk of the test is a failure mode caused by any 
mechanical damage to components. This test 
applies to battery packs and systems, but may be 
performed using a battery pack sub-system. 

Right: Labtone 3 Axis Shaker Table 
Vibration Test System Battery Test 

Equipment With IEC62133
Payload: Up to 450 kg, but large 

packs require testing >850 kg

Left: It is expected a crush test bench is 
capable of delivering the required force 
without much difficulty, but must be a large 
enough rig to hold the battery at the right 
orientation and a protected environment to 
handle the explosion failure mode.
Image source: AVL Automotive World Webinar March 2019

Above: ETS solutions Shaker and slip 
table, vibration test system. The purpose 
of this test is to evaluate the effect of 
long-term vibration profiles –
representative of driving – on the battery, 
both in terms of the durability and in 
terms of identification of design flaws.

~ £1m for 
pack level

Cell and module level 
climatic chambers 

lower CAPEX and more 
readily available 

Image sources: Labtone, ETS Solutions and AVL
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Performance/ageing testing: Some tests require long 
durations, so equipment is highly utilised

Category Tests Testing facilities required

Capacity • Charge/discharge • High power discharge with temperature control -25 
to 55 °C, big enough for a full pack 
• e.g. walk-in climatic chamber.

Power • Discharge pulse power
• Regenerative pulse power
• Internal resistance
• Cranking power at different temperatures

• High power discharge with temperature control -25 
to 40 °C

Energy Efficiency • Determine the battery system round trip efficiency 
by calculation from a charge balanced pulse profile.

• High power charge and discharge with temperature 
control -20 to 45 °C.

Charge retention • SOC loss at storage • Med power (1 C) charge and discharge with 
temperature control. 
• Long duration test at pack level

Cycle life • SOC swing - combining two test profiles, 
“discharge-rich profile” and “charge-rich profile”

• Cell sized ambient temperature chamber, therefore 
low voltage
• Can be required for up to 5 reps of 90 days

Storage life • Charge retention test • Climatic chamber -20 to 55 °C
• Can be required for up to 30 days

Facilities in bold are highly 
utilised for several 
months at a time
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Examples of critical facilities required for cycle life and storage life testing

Low CAPEX (£50-
£70k/unit + £5k/channel) 
but tests have increased 
OPEX due to thermal and 
electrical demand over a 

long test durations

Above: Example of cycle life test results at cell level. Each 
line corresponds to a different cell. The weakest cell with 
the worst response would limit battery pack performance.

Left: Example of storage life test 
results at cell level run for 400 days at 
different temperatures (within 
operating range). State of charge (SoC) 
is seen to diminish over 400 days, but 
the test would need to run for longer 
to test the full storage life. Hence, 
shorter test programmes are often run 
due to high OPEX cost, which carry a 
higher risk of warranty claim.

Image source: Batteries2020 EU funded project and WMG battery testing lab 

Cell characterisation
requires testing 

channels that can be 
booked for 12-18 
months at a time
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“Typical order for safety 
testing at cell level is, 
electrical, thermal, 
mechanical”

Key findings from interviews and workshops on testing needs at cell level  

“In a typical vehicle 
development programme, cell 
characterisation and selection 
by scenario testing occurs at 
the start (research phase) to 

build up knowledge”

“Characterisation work currently 
under-resourced. Life-time 

testing is taking up resources.”

“A DVP will not start until a 
coarse cell selection is 
made. Approx. 10 cell 

types may reduce down to 
3 or 4 to take through to 

characterisation.”

“Ageing tests can require 
drive or charge/discharge 
cycles for 18months, up to 

300 cells at a time”

“UK needs 1000s of 
channels with 10s of 

chambers with at least 5 V, 
20 A  for basic cell 

characterisation, lifecycle 
and capacity testing

“UKAS database is useful – a 
testing/simulation database is desired, 
but the IP issues seem complex and 
industry not sure how this can be done 
– could the government help?”

“New cell chemistries will have 
higher energy densities and the 

testing will have to be conducted 
with more robustness to ensure 

safe products”
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“Module manufacturers only need to 
do quality assurance on the cells.”

Key findings from interviews and workshops on testing needs at module level  

“UK needs max 60 V (less expensive) 
testing capability at 1000 A, approx. 30 

channels to cover module testing. Higher 
V when moving toward 800 V batteries, 

would need upgrading to 250 V and 500-
700 A.” 

“Aprox. 100 modules tested within a vehicle 
programme. This will be split between A & B 
samples to C & D samples, as you move from 

development to validation.”

“Validation of modules takes around 
20 repeats (all safety tests) to give a 
high level of confidence, but will still 
need to pass crush test - if passed at 
module level, proves safety at pack 

level.”

Already tested modules can be 
carried forward to new pack 

designs. If packs are changed in a 
vehicle - new vehicle testing is 

required (to homologate it) but 
not at pack or module level.”

“There are two options: do more validation at module 
level to mitigate pack level. Or, sometimes what 

happens in very niche vehicle applications, they do as 
much pack level validation as possible (especially if 

modules are big and complex) to try to not destroy or 
scrap-off too many sub-assembly parts.”
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“Thermal runaway is possible to test 
at cell level, but again this needs to 
be done at pack level and needs to 
be controlled and managed 
carefully.”

Key findings from interviews and workshops on testing needs at pack level  

“Coupling of having high power 
source connected to dynamic and 
environmental test equipment is a 

challenge.”

“There is a need to develop and 
update abuse/safety testing 

requirements/standards especially at 
pack level.”

“Thermal runaway/nail penetration equipment is very 
expensive and the results aren't so useful (the 

mechanism is what needs to be understood) and 
machine cannot be reused - modelling required?”

“400-600 kW e.g. Jaguar iPace, 
would need 750 kW test systems, 
if not 1000 kW systems operating 
at 1000 V because 800 V tech is 

coming.”
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A typical vehicle programme is 3-4 years and can cover 100s of tests across the cell, 
module and pack battery component level

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

Cell
Module

Pack

Vehicle

100s of channels in use, 6 weeks 
24/7. Cell characterisation achieved 

using high accuracy equipment

“Up to 300 cells would be 
typically used for performance, 
lifecycle and ageing tests, which 
is currently done using standard 
channels over 18 months.”

Summary of testing needs across all levels of battery development

Volume of 
testing

>40 pack level facilities in use
Increasing CAPEX of equipment
Increasing voltage requirements

Development programmes are not run at a 
single site; some currently being run 
overseas due to UK capacity constraints  

Two areas of potential bottleneck:

• Cell/module level lifecycle testing –
Cannot be accelerated, and is 
repeated multiple times

• Pack level abuse testing – Destructive 
testing is dangerous and requires 
bunkered facilities, with specialist 
equipment capable of performing the 
necessary test on >500 kg mass

Lower volume programmes would typically 
run shorter test programmes due to high 
costs, build in higher safety margins and/or 
carry a higher risk of warranty claim

“Pack level testing: 
range of DVP 
examples from 6 
weeks to 18 months.” 

“Market demands for a 
1-2 year battery test 
and development plan.” 

“Pack level and 
vehicle end of line: 20 
test repeats required 
to give confidence.” 

“Can be as high as 100 modules 
tested at different phases of the 
project (B, C and D samples). 
Module tests offer different 
boundary conditions to cell tests.”
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“View ourselves as leaders in battery 
testing and electrification due to 

personnel and expertise”

The UK has a strong automotive industry and new battery capability has emerged within 
and adjacent to the industry

Other adjacent facilities are of 
interest:

• Universities such as Cranfield, 
Warwick, Imperial, all have 
facilities relevant for third 
parties

• Concept Life Sciences (part of 
Spectris) able to perform 
battery forensics

• AMTE/AGM cell developers 
able to conduct contract 
testing

• Automotive OEMs, such as 
Jaguar Land Rover, Aston 
Martin Lagonda have internal
facilities. (Not contacted: 
Ford, McLaren, Toyota and 
Nissan/AESC)

Horiba MIRA

Millbrook 
Proving Ground

Warwick Manufacturing 
Group

QinetiQ – (others sites) 

DNV GL test facilities –
plus others

UK Battery 
Industrialisation Centre Ricardo

BAE Systems

“We have electrochemists … that can 
offer a stamp of credibility and validated 

performance”

“We are developing an IP 
in test facilities, believed 
to be best in class”

“IP stays within the 
industry”

“Often test customers 
view standards as a tick-
box exercise rather than 

understanding the 
results”

But…

The UK has strong 
capability…

“UK is good at putting 
cells into packs”

CAPSE – University of 
South Wales

Williams Advanced 
Engineering
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The UK’s current capacity to provide testing is still developing

“300 cell channels, 16 module 
channels and 6 pack channels”

“12 pack-level climatic test 
chambers”

“3 chambers capable of 
cell level abuse testing”

“3 specialist sites available for 
testing battery cell characterisation, 
and module and pack abuse tests”

“End of line facility to test 
pack functionality and 

performance”

“6 channel, high 
accuracy, cell chamber”

“7 module chambers and 1 
abuse box”

“Over 1 MW of 
testing capacity”

“1 large capacity, high altitude 
(low pressure) chamber”“1 large capacity mechanical vibration 

and shock testing bunkered facility”
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Key findings from interviews on the current and projected capacity to provide testing 
(1/2)

Mechanical abuse testing of packs over 700 kg is a limitation 

• This is currently only offered at a military-focused facility by BAE in 
Scotland and has a long waitlist

There are high channel requirements per programme

• Expectation that approximately 500 channels are need per vehicle 
programme

Productivity increases are possible

• A capacity increase could be achieved with a move to 24/7 
operation and automation

Climatic chambers are important

• Innovative solutions for pack testing can reduce cost but meet 
required accuracy

• Full chambers are expensive (£400k), but would allow for 
sufficient accuracy results to feed simulation 

• Smaller thermal chambers are a minimum requirement and are 
offered by most suppliers

“We are seeing more sector interest in energy storage, but we simply lack the 
capacity. We are having to turn customers away weekly, 6 UK OEMs in the last 
week. We are seeing more sector interest in energy storage.” “Do not have large 
scale >700kg abuse testing capability.”

“UK could benefit from, say, 3 facilities with 2500 channels each. 2500 channels 
would support 4/5 vehicle programmes simultaneously. These could be split to 
cell characterisation, destructive testing, and then module and pack 
characterization, destructive testing.”

“OEMs have very specific needs e.g. altitude and immersion at 40-50 degrees, 
then 4 degrees, or thermal shock at 60-65 degrees then 30 degrees in 30 
seconds, which requires 2 chambers with a track in between. This requires 
months of planning and then bespoke tests”

“Full capacity right now - so we have to manage time to get tests done. But 
limited number of experts. In discussion to operate 24/7.”
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Key findings from interviews on the current and projected capacity to provide testing 
(2/2)

Lead times on test equipment can limit growth

• Design and delivery of specialist, EUCAR 6, 
mechanical equipment can take up to 36 months 
to deliver

There is a strong desire to move towards simulations

• High accuracy facilities are required to capture 
data to enable simulation to be relied upon to 
replace physical testing

Need to move to pack-based rig testing to reduce 
vehicle-level testing

• Testing pack prototypes is currently unavoidable 
but cheaper than £750k per prototype vehicle

• The cost of pack testing can be mitigated by 
building confidence at module level

“Typically, we must plan 3 months in advance for equipment needs. It takes 6 months to 
assemble the kit, 12 months to install it. Some have 52 weeks lead times e.g. electrical 
testing equipment for packs.”

“Simulating drive-cycles - would become useful for performance testing during vehicle 
development, since only 2/3 of lifecycle testing can be done during a vehicle programme. 
This means that OEMs go to market with warranty risks and full lifecycle testing can't be 
done in the timescale of a vehicle programme. Hence as the quality of data increases, the 
warranty risk would decrease.”

“Validation of modules takes around 20 repeats to give a high level of confidence, but 
OEMs will still need to pass crush and crash tests - if passed at module level, proves safety 
at pack level
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Battery testing demand can be inferred from the xEV production volumes, a ramp up in 
2025 will likely increase testing demand from 2020

Sources forecast between 750,000 and 950,000 
vehicles to be produced in the UK with an electric 
powertrain in 2030, validated by a recent 
publication from Faraday Institute for 2030 figures 
for low, base and high scenarios for EV production. 

The more conservative source (B) for full hybrid 
(FHEV) production volumes expect to see a higher 
number of BEVs.

Approximately 600,000 PHEV and BEV sales are 
expected in 2030.

Source B shows a ramp up in BEV production 
between 2019 and 2022 is expected then slower 
growth. Whereas, Source A suggests a more regular 
growth of BEV and PHEV sales to 2025, followed by 
a large ramp up in production volumes for BEVs.

An increase in production will require an increase 
in testing demand 4-5 years prior, implying a likely 
increase from 2020-21.*Green data points source: Faraday Institute (2019) – UK electric vehicle and battery production 

potential to 2040

985,000 in 2030 (high scenario)*

890,000 in 2030 (base case)*

640,000 in 2030 (low scenario)*
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UK automotive production is transitioning from conventional to electrified powertrains. 
The brands’ platforms that make up UK production are finite and inform testing demand

According to source A, the total production 
capacity in the UK is projected to remain at 
1.5m vehicles.

Today production is spread across 27 unique 
vehicle platforms.

But, UK production is transitioning from 
conventional powertrain to MHEV and xEV
powertrains.

1.5m UK      
production 
vehicles

19 UK platforms with       
UK development

Each production platform is likely to have an electrified powertrains by 2030, forced by legislation or by customer expectation

Out of the 27 production platforms in the UK, 19 produce vehicles from OEMs 
which also do engineering development in the UK. This equates to approximately 
40% of total production volume.

Each platform can transition to a combination of 3 electrified powertrains (BEV, 
PHEV or HEV) driving a need for increased battery testing.

27 UK production 
platforms

+
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Typically there will be one design cycle per vehicle programme for each powertrain type 
usually repeated every 4-5 years, which is technology- or customer-driven

Battery capacity 5-35 kWh

Battery capacity 25-95 kWh

Battery capacity <5 kWh

• 1 battery validation per manufacturer platform, but more new platforms
• A new BEV platform, or major step changes in technology will have a large demand on battery 

testing
• Technology offering incremental improvements in performance will require fewer samples and 

fewer repeats

• 1 battery validation per manufacturer platform where possible
• A PHEV product will have many more variants due to the engine pairing, however the battery 

testing demand will follow the same rules as a BEV
• PHEV batteries are smaller than a BEV, and therefore will have lower demand for large facilities

• Smaller, less critical battery less likely to need to change.
• 1 validation per manufacturer platform, multiple nameplates

Source: Jaguar Land Rover

Source: Jaguar Land Rover

Source: Toyota

BEV platform

PHEV platform

HEV platform
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A development cycle can last up to 4 years involving hundreds of samples. There will be 
overlaps but test types will be done in order, leaving destructive tests to the end

3 - 4 year development cycle

Cell
18 months

100 - 500 samples

Pack
18 months

20 -30 samples

Module
18 months

20 - 100 samples

“Cell testing facilities with >2500 
channels could support 4-5 vehicle 
programmes”
“6 weeks cell characterisation achieved 
using high accuracy equipment, 24/7”
“A further 6-12 months testing on up to 
300 cells in lower accuracy channels for 
performance, lifecycle and ageing tests”

“Range of DVP examples from 6 weeks 
to 18 months (3-6 months mechanical, 
6-12 months lifecycle)”
“3 samples per leg. Previously 12 
samples were required, today 3-5 is 
sufficient”
“These tested packs will often finish life 
in crash tests”
“For UN 38.3, 6-8 packs per OEM DVP 
get trashed”

“20 test repeats required to give 
confidence at pack level”
“Can be as high as 100 modules tested 
at different phases of the project (B, C 
and D samples)
“Module tests offer different boundary 
conditions to cell tests”
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Industry insight, coupled with E4tech’s analysis using independent automotive production 
forecasts, allows estimation of demand for third party battery testing facilities

A single DVP of 100-500 cells, 
20-100 modules and 20-30 packs

19 unique programmes in the UK
Testing intensity factor : BEV=1, 

PHEV=0.8, FHEV=0.6

Potential overlapping 
development cycles to 2030

~75% of testing at OEM facilities
~25% of testing at third parties

Motorsport/niche OEMs, heavy 
duty and off-highway test 

demands

Engineering services including 
testing for overseas OEMs

Estimated 2025 demand for 
third party testing

430 - 2,140 cell channels
250 chambers

85 - 430 module channels
25 chambers

85 - 130 pack channels
45 chambers

But this demand, could be 
increased by other factors+ +
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Although uncertain, there appears to be a shortfall between projected demand and 
current capacity for third party testing

EUCAR 
Hazard 
Level

Main 
constraint

Cell Module Pack

Current 2025 Current 2025 Current 2025

- Number of 
channels 406* 2,140** 25 430** 37 130**

0-6 Number of 
chambers

11*
(+ 3 sites # 

undisclosed)

250**(majority of 
channels require 
as a minimum a 

thermal chamber)

1***

25**(chamber testing 
is less critical. Test 
verify the module 
structural design)

14 45**

7
Number of 
bunkered 
facilities

3

Required for cell 
characterisation 

e.g. new 
chemistries or 

designs

None disclosed
Required for thermal 

propagation/ runaway 
analysis

1

Required for 
vibration shock 

testing and 
destructive 

testing

Performance 
testing

Abuse 
testing

Summary of projected third party testing demand and capacity (not including proprietary facilities at OEM sites)

*Interviewees’ responses may not form a complete picture, but is representative of majority of third party’s services available
**Based on assumptions detailed in the appendix (available on request)
***Assumed cell chambers are used for multi-cell testing, but some could be used for module testing
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Several gaps in UK automotive battery testing were identified from our findings of the total 
capacity at cell, module and pack battery component levels

The number of UK cell channels and chambers will need to increase to meet future demand

• These can have a shorter lead time (18 weeks) and don’t require much facility footprint. We 
expect demand to be met through market forces encouraging service providers to invest.

• Enhanced capacity will be filled by OEM testing overspill, new battery development, or small 
development projects which can’t afford their own facilities (current bottleneck).

Today modules are tested to verify the engineering designs, welds and robustness. But 
building more confidence at module level could mitigate expensive pack testing

• DVPs dictate between 20 and 100 modules are tested, leaving a wide range of uncertainty in 
the total facility requirement.

Testing large packs, requires expensive chambers and specialist facilities. High capex and potentially low utilisation is not an attractive investment

• >700 kg mechanical vibration/shock equipment in a bunkered facility (only 1 in UK, high demand and currently a 1 year waitlist)

• Packs will increase power demands to 800 V, needing 1 MW in 2025 for pack channels.

• An increased volume of thermal chambers for pack testing will be required. (However, there are currently 13 in the UK and not all are fully used)

New cell chemistries will have higher energy densities and different failure modes. Testing will have to be conducted with more robustness to ensure 
safe products

• The UK needs electrochemists that can understand cell characterization, teardown and post-mortem/forensics testing. The latter two topics in 
particular are niche and there are currently not enough people with these skills in the UK.

• Novel chemistries and designs will require testing in EUCAR level 7 chambers for necessary safety when tested at extremes.

1

2

3

4

1 2

3
4

Medium risk gap 
Current for some 

Low risk gap
Future issue for some

High risk gap
Current issue for all
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There are other factors that give rise to uncertainties for third party testing facilities, or 
create inefficiency in the testing industry

Power requirements can exceed test house grid connection capability

• High power connections are expensive to upgrade and can be slow, holding up progress.

• Some testing, reluctantly, uses diesel generators to power large testing chambers.

• Electricity demand is the biggest testing variable cost and it is unknown whether the 
connections will be capable of supporting electricity supply back to the grid.

Building capability of simulation, whilst important for development, will reduce long term 
demand for large facilities

• Pack facilities capable of analysing thermal runaway and explosion are necessary to 
inform simulation models, expediting future test programmes.

Cell testing Module testing Pack testing

5 V 60 V 900 V

20-100 A 200-500 A 500-1000 A

Electricity requirements for testing (from interview insight)

• The biggest variable cost is electricity supply for testing – grid connection, 
but can this energy be fed back?

Risk of duplication of testing across industry. Third party test facilities that overlap with OEMs will cover a large portion of the testing of a vehicle platform

• Battery testing standards are dated and are not well understood by those that the standards are designed to serve, resulting in duplication.

• Tests will be repeated for multiple OEMs and potentially for different sectors. There is a need to deepen the understanding for the total demand for battery 
testing including for rail, aviation and stationary sectors.

• Third parties are nervous that once short-term demand is met, facilities will not be running at capacity, preventing market driven investment.

Tight development programmes lead to prioritised lifetime testing, leaving products open to the risks of batteries ageing prematurely during warranty period

• Warranty issues are linked with characterisation tests. Because the lifetime of the battery is tested using cycle-life tests that take a long time (more than the 
timeline of a DVP). Hence, there is uncertainty of unknown battery performance beyond the timescale of the DVP.
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Conclusions: There is a need to increase UK battery testing volume and capability, some 
of which implies a need for intervention

Third party testing providers are uncertain about future battery testing demand, but all expect it to increase
• The picture for testing demand is still developing, due to uncertainty with battery testing standards and OEM needs. Standards are 

being re-written by most OEMs in the form of unique test and development verification programme DVPs.
• Third party testers have heavily invested in some facilities, not all of which are currently utilised, but they also expect demand to 

increase significantly. 
UK needs to increase the capacity of cell, module and pack testing facilities
• Cell and smaller module testing facilities can be procured, installed and put to use more or less in line with demand growth. These are 

relatively low capex and demonstrated demand will encourage investment by commercial actors.
• Larger, more specialised facilities for pack testing have a higher capex and a lower utilisation, which is a less attractive investment 

opportunity.
There is a shortage of skilled people to develop, operate and interpret lithium ion battery testing
• Industry will need help to develop expertise in new test methodologies for safe and effective testing. Research can make testing more 

automated, which is important to mitigate high costs.
• Simulation can reduce the need for high cost testing – especially of lifetime, safety and abuse. This requires accurate test data in 

order to feed predictive models. 
Smaller OEMs do not have resources to conduct a wide range of battery tests, which may hold UK back
• UK is home to a disproportionate number of smaller OEMs (vs other automotive nations). There is a risk that the cost of battery 

testing could impede them in electrification.
• Cell performance data needs are very similar across OEMs, implying potential for a common data set.
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Recommendations: actions are needed now to prepare UK for the expected increase in 
testing needs

UK needs to increase the 
capacity of cell, module and 
pack testing facilities

There is a shortage of 
skilled people to develop, 
operate and interpret 
lithium ion battery testing

Smaller OEMs do not have 
resources to conduct a 
wide range of battery tests, 
which may hold UK back

• Improve data on UK testing facilities through developing a dynamic ‘UK battery 
testing atlas’ to enable demand and supply to be more closely matched

• Provide support for additional high capex, low utilisation pack abuse test 
equipment that can support the whole industry

• Understand the future needs for testing across all sectors that will rely on 
batteries for propulsion to identify common needs and differences

• Support industry through research focused on testing capability development
• Engage in international testing standards development to ensure that UK is not 

at a disadvantage from future (potentially mandatory) standards
• Invest in a programme of testing designed to inform predictive modelling of 

battery destructive abuse failure modes, building on research strengths

• Investigate the feasibility and business model for a common access cell testing 
programme to develop performance data for the most common cells required 
by smaller UK OEMs

UK currently strong in 
many areas of testing, 
but immediate action 
needed to prepare for 
2020-2024 ramp up


